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President Obama are planning to inundate counties in swing states with television ads attacking the
president for "taking away Americans' guns." The ads are the centerpiece of a multimillion-dollar
nationwide advertising campaign – designed and paid for by a conservative activist group called

America's Future Fund – targeting roughly 10 million households with television ads that will air in
the last week of October, as Americans prepare to cast their votes on Nov. 2. The ads charge that

Obama and his allies are attempting to "hijack" the Second Amendment in order to "strip Americans'
guns." One video features a group of men at a gun range, where an announcer says: "We're angry

because Barack Obama has decided to ban the sale of all semi-automatic guns, including our AR-15."
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The invention relates to a digital camera, a method and a computer program for creating a
photographic image using a. The invention consists of recording the still images on a film, producing

an analog. Digitalization of images by means of a CCD-chip, a CMOS-chip or a filter sheet.Image
caption Two of the Christians are believed to be in their 30s, while a third is in his 50s Police in

Pakistan have arrested nine suspects on charges of trying to burn a group of Christians. The nine are
suspected of plotting to "murder and convert" the Christians - seven women and two men - in the
town of Gojra. Police said two of the Christians were in their 30s, while a third was in his 50s. Local
media have reported that the suspects belonged to a local jihadi group - Jamaatul Ahrar-ul-Islam

(JAIS) - which has vowed to wage a war against Christians. They are being held at a police station in
Gojra. Four of the nine suspects have been identified, police told the BBC, but no further details have
been disclosed. The suspects were arrested for allegedly trying to burn the Christians alive, Interior
Minister Aftab Ahmed Khan Sherpao told the Pakistani newspaper Dawn on Monday. The Christians
belonged to the Ahmedi community, which is considered a minority group in Pakistan and is known
for its liberal beliefs. Christian minorities have been targeted in recent months by extremist Muslim

militants. In March a senior police official was killed in a suicide bombing that targeted a police
officer who had been detained over accusations of blasphemy. Last week a Christian couple were

attacked and killed in the country's Punjab province. Meanwhile, Bangladesh's High Commissioner to
Pakistan, Maureen Walsh, has raised human rights concerns over a recent series of attacks on

members of religious minorities. Ms Walsh said the recent targeting of Christians was "outrageous,
defamatory, and constitutes a clear violation of human rights" of Christians living in Bangladesh. "It
is also a matter of deep concern for the Pakistani government," she added. Pakistan's minorities are
among the most persecuted in the world, according to a number of human rights groups.The present

invention relates to an etching solution for removing a photoresist material formed on a
semiconductor substrate (semiconductor wafer) in the manufacture of an IC or the like.
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ages.Q: What does the first part of the folio name mean? I am confused with folio name. In a folio
name the first part of the name is [FTNT]. So I guess it means FY. But what the second part does

mean? A: If the folio is in Bruckner-Verlag typeface, then it means "Bruckner Fraktur", and the same
for the second part of that name. If it is in a different typeface, then it could mean "Forst Fraktur",
"Buch Gebundene Tonband-Serien. Mit 4 Aufl. von Carl Amberg", "Neuer Vollbild Geschichte des

Bauernkriegs", "Folio 2 (Stollen 40, Stollen 28 und Stollen 89)." A: [STNT] = Standard =
Seriennummern = New = Neu The second part is the number of the volume (in the book), so the first

part is the name of the book (usually something like („Feuilleton“)). A: The first part (usually
calligraphic, but can vary in its appearance) is the name of the book (in a given language), and the
second is the number of the volume (usually the Greek numeral ascii value of its alphabet). So for
example if the cover of the book is "Hey und Di Hackers", then it is called "Hey und Di Hacker" in

English, and "Hey und Di Hackers" in German. Likewise the name for the book (again in English): "
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